CHAENG (Kuangang Wall Machinery Co., Ltd.) is founded in 1958, and after 58 years of development and accumulation, possesses rich and advanced manufacturing experience in large-grinding equipment, and it has formed a manufacturing, operating and management system including design and development, equipment manufacturing, market promotion, equipment installation and after-sales service.

This company has successfully established more than 800 sets of equipment powder production line, active lime SIC production line.

This company can provide clients with 8 services including new material test, project design, equipment manufacturing, installation, debugging, technical training, creating the ideal standard meeting the capacity and the service. The company uses many advanced technologies, rich operational experience and the ability to quickly analyze, judge and solve the problems when the production occur.

Here to the fast delivery speed in China, and the delivery of the whole production line only needs 6-8 months.

Since the slag demonstration and working line with 450000 ton annual production in the industry and the research and development center of industrial reactor (slag, steel slag, nickel slag, etc.)

Project location: northern China Steel plant area is 29,4498.63m, main annual output is 4,500kta, and the main weight of the product can reach 14kta, which guarantees the product quantity and the quality.